MANDARIN ORIENTAL, NEW YORK FOOD & BEVERAGE FACT SHEET

RESTAURANT:

Asiate
Mandarin Oriental, New York’s signature Restaurant Asiate
perches above the city on the hotel’s 35th floor, showcasing
panoramic views of the Manhattan skyline from 16-foot floor-toceiling windows. The restaurant seats 90 guests and features a
private dining area that seats up to 12 guests. The sophisticated
décor of the space balances the urban surroundings with a nod to
the hotel’s Asian heritage with a look inspired by exotic orchid
florals. A glittering wall of wine creates a chic backdrop for a
memorable dining experience. The Wine Team has developed a
collection of close to 10,000 selections which has captured Wine
Spectator’s 2014 Best Award of Excellence.

Asiate welcomes guests with modern American dishes with a
creative twist.

For reservations, please contact +1 (212) 805 8881 or visit
www.opentable.com

BARS AND LOUNGES:

The Aviary NYC
The 90-seat Aviary NYC provides an interactive journey for
guests, where inventive cocktails and small food plates
complement the drink experience. Unique to the New York City
location, The Aviary NYC offers an all-day menu where the
team’s progressive and creative approach to inventing interesting
flavor combinations are featured in unexpected ways. Reflecting
the core principles of the Chicago flagship, while incorporating
the historically-rich cocktail culture of New York City paired with
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panoramic views of Central Park and the Manhattan skyline, the
90-seat Aviary NYC provides visitors with an experience like no
other.

From masterminds Chef Grant Achatz and Chicago-based
Beverage Director Micah Melton, the drink experience at The
Aviary NYC features a diverse multi-course menu reflecting both
Chicago and New York.

The Office NYC
Accessible via an entrance located adjacent to The Aviary NYC’s
glass-enclosed drink kitchen, the 44-seat Office NYC, provides an
intimate speakeasy-style environment for visitors. The lounge
features a world-class rare spirits collection including a Hector
Romain Cognac dating back to 1835, among other “dusty bottle
cocktails.” Additionally, The Office NYC showcases a deep
spirits collection; pre-Prohibition style cocktails; signature
offerings and “Dealer’s Choice,” where bartenders create a
tailored drink based on patron’s preferences, ranging from citrus
or herbal tones and favorite seasons to their favorite movie
characters, destinations and more.

Food menu offerings from Chef Grant Achatz and Chicago-based
Chef Dan Perretta include fresh Vegetable Crudités with Snap Pea
Bavarios; Prime Ribeye Tartare with Mustard Aioli, Egg Yolk
and Cornichons; Mussels with Smoked Bacon, Leeks and Roasted
Garlic and other eclectic dishes.

Reservations for The Aviary NYC and The Office NYC
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To make a reservation for The Aviary NYC, please visit

theaviarynyc.tocktix.com and to make a reservation for The
Office NYC, please visit theofficenyc.tocktix.com.

The Aviary NYC and The Office NYC main number: +1 (212)
805 8266

CATERING
& BANQUETS:

Ballroom & Meeting Space
When the hotel first opened, The New York Times noted the
Mandarin Ballroom as Manhattan’s ‘Darling Spot to Clink and
Contribute.’ Since then, the Ballroom and the hotel’s other
meeting spaces have become the city’s most sought-after
celebration destinations. For charity events, weddings, or bar or
bat mitzvahs, the ballroom adds style and elegance to any
occasion.

With the ability to accommodate 750 guests on a flow, the
Mandarin Ballroom can also be divided into individual sections
for smaller functions.

In addition to the perfect venue, the Five-Star Mandarin Oriental,
New York provides customized menus for each event. Created
with a diverse selection of inventive and classical dishes, guests
may choose from a host of specialty stations or plated meal
selections. Bento box-style tasting dishes are an Asian-influenced
signature of the international culinary offerings.

To learn more about catering and banquets events, please contact
+1 (212) 805 8815.
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For further information, please contact:
Lisa Caruso (lcaruso@mohg.com)
Director of Communications
Mandarin Oriental, New York
Tel: +1 (212) 805 8849
www.mandarinoriental.com/newyork
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